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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
PERTH - 12th June 2021

R1 - RANDWICK | 12:20 | AUD $125,000 |  HEINEKEN RACING TO WIN HCP

77 KIRWAN'S LANE
Four-year-old gelding who has a liking for this distance with multiple wins at this journey. Last
start winner who rates highly again.

1111 BRUTALITY
Almost found the win last start running a close 0.9 lengths third at this track over 1400m.
Improver. A win is on the cards.

33 ROYAL CELEBRATION
Recent runs have more merit to them than may rst seem. Is capable over this distance having
claimed a prior success at the trip. Strong chance.

22 ORDER AGAIN
Seven time winner tter for one run back after a 0.7 lengths third over 1600m at Scone. Strong
winning strike rate and rates highly here.

1313 OPACITY
Hasn't set the track on re in his two starts since resuming. Looks much better placed here where
he will appreciate the claim.

R2 - BELMONT PARK | 12:37 | AUD $70,000 |  DREAM HORSE IN CINEMAS (BM62 )

11 SON SON
Has opened his career with four wins from eight starts, last start nishing fourth over 1300m at
this track. Has the ability and expected to run well.

33 SHE'S GOD TO YOU
Racing well in its eight career starts. Last start posted a 3.5 lengths third over 1400m at this
track. Has the ability and can run a forward race.

77 JEDI MIND
Has a honest overall record, last start scoring over 1300m at this track. De nite winning chance
on recent efforts.

66 GHOST WHO WALKS
Well in the market last but ran well below best when a 5 length sixth over 1000m at this track.
Disappointing latest but may bounce back.

99 NEUROLOGIC
Was thereabouts last time nishing a 5 length fth at York. Gets a little weight relief as she
tackles a longer journey. Well placed here and is among the chances.

R3 - RANDWICK | 13:00 | AUD $150,000 |  BOB CHARLEY AO STAKES

77 WANDABAA
Narrowly beaten when running second at this track last start only beaten 0.8 lengths. Looks a
good chance on that form.

1414 BALLISTIC LOVER
Hold a perfect record leading from start to nish in both career starts to date. Stays down in the
weights for this event. Strong claims for hat trick.

88 FITUESE
Returned with a good run when a 3.5 lengths fth over 1100m at Rosehill. Consistent overall
record. Rates highly and should be in the finish.

55 ADELONG
Last start winner at this track after some recent good results. Should be competitive this start,
hard to beat again.

1212 SURREAL STEP
Narrowly beaten when running second at Rosehill last start only beaten a nose. An each way
option for this start.

R4 - BELMONT PARK | 13:17 | AUD $50,000 |  WESTERN RACEPIX (RS1MW)

22 BEAT THE BRO
Doesn't win out of turn but has found two wins and 10 places from 15 starts. Could nd a win
looking well suited.

55 SECRET STATUE
Just missed out when beaten 0.7 lengths third at this track over 1400m in most recent effort as
favourite. Key chance. Will take beating.

11 ZEPHYR QUEEN
Should be ready to improve after two runs back, the latest when third over 1300m at this track.
Rates highly here and should run well again.

44 HOLY GHOST
Could manage only mid eld last time when fth at this track over 1200. Less weight this time as
he tackles a longer journey as well. Well placed here and is among the chances.

66 BRAVE DREAM
Yet to break through this campaign but hasn't been far away including a last start second over
1400m at Northam. Form sound and is one of the chances.
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R5 - RANDWICK | 13:40 | AUD $125,000 |  ACY SECURITIES (BM94)

88 DREAM CIRCLE
Four-year-old gelding who races well over this distance and goes well with multiple strong
performances. Assisted by the draw and will be hard to toss.

1212 MIRRA VISION
Very good win off a break at Rosehill on a soft track. Won previously second up and appears
capable of building on that record here on the back of latest performance. Must be respected.

44 TRUE DETECTIVE
Four-year-old gelding who has a liking for this distance with multiple wins at this journey. Doesn’t
need to improve that much to be a major player this time.

22 ENCHANTED HEART
Dual acceptor. Finished mid eld over 1100m at this track last time, 3 lengths from the winner.
Tackles a longer journey. Definitely worth including on best ratings.

1010 SUPERIUM
Dual acceptor. Just missed out when beaten a long neck third at Eagle Farm over 1200m as
favourite in latest outing. Will receive a charmed run from this gate. Looks a top winning chance.

R6 - BELMONT PARK | 13:57 | AUD $50,000 |  GLENROY CHAFF (RS1MW)

55 DEVOTED STAR Finished a close second at this track over 1000m last start. Improver. Looks a top hope.

33 OHBEEH
Led all the way rst up and came away with a win at this track over 1200m on May 29. Will
appreciate some weight relief with 2kg claim.

11 PULI
Made all second up and came away with a win at this track over 1200m on May 22. Rises in
weight on that deserved win. Will be fitter for the outing.

22 AGENT JAY
Four-year-old gelding who has a liking for this distance with multiple wins at this journey.
Thereabouts last time out. Top-three prospects.

44 APOLLO
Narrowly beaten when running third at this track last start only beaten a long neck. Looking at a
place here.

R7 - RANDWICK | 14:20 | AUD $125,000 |  PRECISE AIR (BM78)

1010 BLONDEAU
Dual acceptor. Finished a close third at Rosehill over 1200m in most recent effort as favourite.
Looks a key chance and will take beating.

55 CANASTA
Just missed out when beaten 0.8 lengths second at this track over 1300m in most recent effort.
Key chance. Will take beating.

77 CRIMINAL CODE
Went down by 0.9 lengths to nish third at this track over 1300m in most recent effort. Looks a
top winning chance.

88 CISCO BAY
Second at this track prior to a four month spell. Expect him to be race t with a couple of barrier
trials under his belt for this. Fitness shouldn't be an issue so expect a forward showing.

1515 TIM'S PRINCIPAL
Nicely rated gelding. Scored a close win last start at Wyong in soft going winning by a head
starting at $4.50. Right in this.

R8 - BELMONT PARK | 14:39 | AUD $70,000 |  BYRON BAY PREMIUM LAGER-BM78

44 PANZDOWN
Lightly raced gelding and tracking well. Last time recorded a 2.5 lengths victory over 1000m at
Ascot. Has the ability and can run a forward race.

99 THIS'LL TESTYA
Looks close to a win following a 1000m placing at this track where he ran on well for second
beaten one length. Overdue and rates highly here.

88 MADAM TORIO
Has opened her career with ve wins from 12 starts, last start nishing seventh over 1000m at
this track. Rates highly and expected to measure up.

22 NERODIO
Has a consistent record with seven wins and nine minors from 19 runs. Good return when a one
length win over 1000m at this track. Sound fresh and worth some thought.

55 WE'VE GOT DREAMS
Coming back to a similar race after running ninth last time at the same track and journey. Could
improve to a place.
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R9 - TOOWOOMBA | 15:00 | AUD $20,000 |  RACING NATION SAT MORNING (C3)

77 MOTOMISS
Looks overdue for another win on recent form including a last start fourth over 1200m at
Doomben. Has the ability and expected to run well.

33 SARASUN
Back from a seven month spell following 3.5 lengths second over 1850m at this track. Rates
highly here and expected to prove hard to beat.

55 ISAREADY
Settled well off the pace and made steady ground to nish eighth over 1100m at Gold Coast.
Should be at top now and may be worth another chance.

44 I'MTWENTYFOURSEVEN
Missed the placings last time over a longer journey when fth over 1210m at this track. Can
improve on last start and gets chance here.

99 DRAGON MISS Ordinary fresh when seventh at this track but jumps to preferred distance. Has claims.

R10 - BELMONT PARK | 15:15 | AUD $70,000 |  CROWN PERTH (BM72 )

66 ZARATITE
Resumes after nishing in the money over 2200m at this track and is tter for recent trials,
winning the latest at Lark Hill. Looks well placed here fresh and expected to prove hard to beat.

11 NOT TO BE MIST
Gelding who has been mixing form of late. Won seven of his 23 career starts and placed in
another six. Has had two starts since last win. Drawn an inside gate and no reason he can't win
here.

33 NAUGHTY BY NATURE
Has been competitive in two runs since resuming from a spell. Looks well placed for this on
current form. Looms as a threat.

55 STARALIGN Ran well last start when not overly favoured at $12 at this track over 1600m. Looks better suited.

44 SON OF BACCHUS
After winning fresh ran below best last time when a 4 length seventh over 1400m at this track.
Rates well and is among the chances on best form.

R11 - TOOWOOMBA | 15:35 | AUD $20,000 |  NEIL MANSELL GROUP (BM70)

99 SEQUESAY
Resumes after a three month break. Strong campaign last preparation saluting the judge two
times. Has a home track run to kick off this campaign with. Main contender. Likely to be shy of
her best first up but still looks right in this.

66 ORSETTO
Dual acceptor. Racing in good form making it two wins in a row at Ipswich over 800m. Must
come into consideration on current form.

22 ICED
Almost found the win last start running a close 0.7 lengths third at this track over 870m.
Improver. A win is on the cards.

55 LILLI LIGHTS OUT
Was prominent throughout at Ipswich, working to the line in good fashion to nish second.
Wasn't beaten by far in that affair. Worth some thought here on the back of latest effort.

77 BID IN A HURRY
Dual acceptor. Three-year-old lly who has a liking for this distance with multiple wins at this
journey. Among the winning chances.

R12 - BELMONT PARK | 15:55 | AUD $200,000 |  SEACORP - HYPERION STAKES

33 THE VELVET KING
Returned to the winners circle after a long while last time out at this track scoring by 1.75
lengths. Nicely drawn and should prove hard to beat.

1313 LEADING GIRL
Resumed in ideal fashion last start winning at the track on May 29 over 1400m. One of the
leading hopes here.

1111 DANCE MUSIC
Only just missed when third two runs back at Ascot and then nished third again at this track
last start. Goes up in distance here and is worth some thought.

66 DIG DEEP
Has not been far away in recent times nishing third at Ascot two runs back which was followed
by a fourth last start. Rises in distance for this and must come into consideration.

11 VALOUR ROAD
Running well recently including a last start second by 1.75 lengths over 1400m at this track. Has
the ability and looks one of the chances.
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R13 - TOOWOOMBA | 16:15 | AUD $20,000 |  MITAVITE HCP (58)

22 GOT THE LOT
Honest gelding who has a career place strike rate of more than 50%. Just missed over 1300m
when third at this track last start. Will take beating.

44 EGO DANCER
Returned to the winners circle after a long while last time out at this track scoring by 0.8 lengths.
Has found some form and will prove very hard to toss again.

33 INSIDE INFORMATION
Yet to break through this campaign but hasn't been far away including a last start fourth over
1640m at Doomben. Rates highly here and can measure up.

11 SUFFICE
Drew out and pushed forward early but weakened out of it late when fourth over 1600m at
Nanango last time. Wide gate to overcome again. Can improve on last start here.

66 MODERN FAMILY
Not the most consistent runner having won ve runs ago earlier in this campaign. Rates well on
best efforts and can break through.

R14 - BELMONT PARK | 16:35 | AUD $70,000 |  AMELIA PARK (BM66 )

33 BLACKWATER BAY
Racing in good form making it two wins in a row at this track over 2100m. Current form suggests
will be competitive here.

22 SECRET PEARL
Winner two starts back at Ascot which was followed up with a close fth at this track. Going well
at present and is not to be discounted.

11 BLACK SHADOW
Close up second at Ascot two runs back then handy again at this track last start. Distance rise
should suit and looms as a threat in this.

44 BORN TO TRY
Followed up a win at this track with a close second last start at this track only beaten 1.3
lengths. Current form suggests will be competitive here.

99 LADY DUCKWORTH
In form stayer who brought up a hat-trick of wins with success at this track last start. In sparkling
form and looks the one to beat again.

R15 - TOOWOOMBA | 16:50 | AUD $20,000 |  WIN LOCAL NEWS HCP (58)

44 LONADO
Struggling for best and overall form poor. Last start was a well beaten 4 lengths fourth over
1300m at this track. Rates highly in this field and expected to do much better.

33 ABOVE THE SKY
Recently racing outside the placings, latest was fth beaten by 1.75 lengths over 1640m at
Doomben. Sharp improvement expected.

77 FLICK
Finished mid eld but beaten only 1.5 lengths when fourth over 1300m at this track. Has the
ability and rates among the leading hopes.

11 GRATSIE
Was below best form resuming with a 6 length fth over 1600m at Nanango. Is a second up
winner and can improve sharply here.

88 MISS HOW LONG
Poor winning strike rate and hasn't won for nearly two years. Last start was a 4 length seventh
over 1300m at this track. Has the ability and gets chance to show best.

R16 - TOOWOOMBA | 17:25 | AUD $20,000 |  TAYLOR BUILDING GROUP MDN HCP

66 MISS JEDI
Resuming for new yard. So far she has been pretty consistent in her racing career. Should be hard
to hold out.

99 ELA BEACH
Racing well, the latest when fth over 1000m at Sunshine Coast. Will need a little luck from the
wide draw here. Wide draw but rates highly and should run well.

33 WEDGED
Has started just twice and hasn't done a great deal, last start nishing seventh and beaten 6
lengths over 1000m at Scone. Can be further improved and might sneak a place.

88 AQUA LADY
Resumes after 11 months off. Didn't impress in only debut run. Alley makes it tricky so each-way
the right option.

11 TAKUNAI
Gelding by Wicked Style from the dam Karanja who makes debut. Not seen at the trials. Pro les
well and worth watching for a market push.
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R17 - TOOWOOMBA | 18:00 | AUD $25,000 |  SUBZERO AIRCONDITIONING (BM60)

11 MIDNIGHT MATINEE
Produced some good performances recently, most recently second at Gayndah. Up in journey.
Leading hope in this.

22 MAC'S GAL
Racing well below best this campaign, the latest when 27 lengths ninth over 1200m at Gayndah.
Ratings suggest she has claims here.

33 ROTHABYE
Veteran sprinter who is a 8 time winner came close last time when third and beaten 15 lengths
over 1200m at Charleville. Rates only fair but could find form here.

44 GOSSIAUX
Finished mid eld over 1090m at Bundaberg last time, 5 lengths from the winner. Stretches out
further in journey. Well placed here and is among the chances.

55 MAC'S BOY
Not the nest form this campaign, including a very underwhelming last start at Nanango nding
ninth beaten 10 lengths. Disappointing latest but looks a place hope.

R18 - TOOWOOMBA | 18:30 | AUD $20,000 |  PLATINUM ROOFING MDN HCP

77 SINGLE CHARGE
Finished a close second at this track over 1110m in most recent effort. Well drawn. Improver.
Looks a top hope.

99 JIMMY NEUTRON
First run back from a spell was at Gold Coast when runner up over 1200m on May 29. Will
benefit from ideal run in transit from inside barrier. Rates as being one of the main contenders.

22 DARCIE GIRL
Solid effort last start showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as well treated
and should take plenty from that run. Genuine chance.

55 DIVINE AUTHORITY
Resumed over 860m and missed the placings when a 4 length seventh at Gatton. Rates highly
and looks a strong winning hope on best form. Fitter for the run and expected to be in the nish
this time.

66 KINGSFORD TIGER
Maiden galloper yet to place in nine runs. Not far away last time when a 3 length fourth over
1200m at Goondiwindi. Further improved and could place with the right run.


